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1. Briefly explain the statistical error in each of the following statements.

(a) The researchers found a strong positive correlation between employment status
(working, unemplo~ed, retired) and happiness..J- \
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(b) The researchers found a strong p~tive correlation between annuctr income and
score on a ha~pines~ test. This proves that mon~y makes people happy. f/ '/
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(c) The researchers repdrted a p-value of 0.032 for their hypothesis test. This means

that there is 0.032 prpbability that, the null hypoth1sis \s, true. ..f -e-~n i~l'h
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2. This problem uses data from collected in West Africa for the years 1971 - 1999. In
each year two variables were recorded:

• fish - the fish supply in kilograms per person
• biomchg - the change in total weight of animals in nature reserves

The expectation was that, in years in which the fish supply was smaller, declines in
animals would be greater because the local populace would turn to such animal meat
when other sources of protein were reduced.

We will use linear regression to see whether the data confirm this expectation.

The attached SAS output is needed to answer some of the following questions.

(a) In the scatterplot, which variable - fish or biomchg - is treated as the response
variable?

(b) Does the scatterplot indicate a somewhat linear relat~onshiP~ no) If so, is
the relationship positive or negative? f 0 S< f7' V -e....
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(c) SAS proc carr gives the sample correlation coefficient between fish and biamchg
as 0.67. Would this correlation get larger or smaller if the outlier were removed
from the dataset. Explain why in one or two sentences.
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(e) I claim that the outlier will not be very influential on the regression analysis.
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(f) Give the lea~ sq'lJare§ regression line for the regression of biamchg on fish ..-" -,'...
I:>(~~,~,
J

(g) Write the null hypothesis that means that there is no linear relationship between
biamchg and fish. Use conventional statistical symbols.

i~Q '(1-=. ~.

(h) Write the alternative hypothesis that expresses the expectation stated in the
problem description.
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(i) Write the test statistic value and p-value (numbers from SAS output) for carrying
out the test of the hypotheses that you stated.
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(j) What is your conclusion? Does the data contain evidence in favor of the expec-
tation stated? Explain briefly. c;/ '"' ,-.
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3. Investigators are interested in whether men or~ h~etter perception of color. &(\0 ,,~~ ~ .
They design a test of c6'1br perception, in which higher numeric scores are better.
They know that age affects vision in general and may well affect color perception.
To balance out the effects of age, they recruit the participants in their study in the
following way. They first recruit 10 men into their study. Then for each male subject,
they recruit one female subject of the same age. Thus, they end up with a sample of
10 men and a sample of 10 women. Which statistical procedure is most likely to be
best for their study? (Circle one.)

)

ANOVA

4. It is expected that rainfall in California will increase over the coming decades, but
it is not known whether the increase will occur only during the winter wet season or
whether there also will be more rain in the spring and summer, which historically
have been dry.

Researcher Kenwyn Suttle of the University of California at Berkeley did an agricul-
tural study to investigate the effect of three possible conditions on the plant biomass
in open grassland:

• Control (no added water)
• Winter (add water equal to 20% of annual rainfall during January to March)
• Spring (add water equal to 20% of annual rainfall during April to June)

They randomly assigned 6 plots of open grassland to each of the three conditions.
This problem concerns their results obtained during the 2001 growing season. SAS
output is attached.

(a) The researchers wish to use ANOVA to determine whether the mean biomass
produced per acre is different under the three conditions. 'Write the null and
alternative hypotheses that they will test. Use standard stj1t~cal symbols, and. _
briefly define the symbols that you use. _M....~t:~r.A"Y~~ i-»:~ _
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What assumptions must be met in order for the results of ANOVA to be trust-~i~~~~RS
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worthy? State each one, and then comment whether the assumption appears to
met with these data. Refe: to specific SAS output when appropriate. b
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(c) Suppose that the researchers proceeded to do an ANOVA analysis and will do
the overall hypothesis test at significance level alpha = 0.05.

i. Should they reject the null hypothesis that you stated above? Justify your
answer referring to specific SAS output.

y~c.,. (5~'5h"c;s Y 5, 7 s , j;' eJ d.<5JvJJ.~ /s ~nJ!Ur--
,tJf~lC.

ii. What does the result you gave in the previous question mean regarding
biomass and extra water in different seasons?

Y1 r (J n b/DM·tA5-. ~
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(d) Which means (if any) are significantly different from each other? Refer to specific
SAS output.
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o. Sociologists want to determine the average number of hours per day that teenagers
spend using social media such as Facebook. Suppose that they believe that the num-
ber of hours that individual teenagers spend daily on social media follows a normal
distribution with known standard deviation 1.5 hours.

(a) How many teenagers will they need in their sample in order to obtain a@
confidence interval of width no greater than 17 (Numeric answer. Show your
work.) , ,J/l (J-."tv! j tell h... .::.- ( 50 J1~ J r i. 1J y (3/1{'-", o-r: t.s
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(b) What quantity will the sociologists be 90% confident lies in their interval? (Circle
one)
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SAS output for problem 2

Plot of biomchg*fish.
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